AYSO Board Meeting
October 1, 2020
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Neil Weinberger
Taj Chiu
James Sheehy
Mimi Goldstein
Shanti Rao
Chad Pratt
Dan Jeffries
Dana Bradley
Scott Davis
Vic Gutierrez
Steve Haegelin
Oscar Alvarez
Lara Lund
Mark Evans
Louise Hamlin
Bill Owen
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Caroline Amicone
Steve Hawkins
Chris Herb
DeWayne McMullin
Bill Owen
Ivonne Penichet
Marco Quezada
Samir Singh
Mika Walton
Adam Yatsko
Joanie Paik
Tara Mastro
Terry Takahashi
Sam Shaker
Stas Petropoulos

Call to Order
Neil Weinberger called the meeting to order at 7:16 pm.
Taj motioned to approve August and September minutes, and Shanti seconded. All in favor with none
opposed. Minutes were approved.

Skills & Drills
The 8 week Skills & Drills Program started on Saturday. 280 kids are registered with wait list referred to
South Pasadena Region, which is running a similar program. Mimi noted a savings in shirts. Neil to write
a thank you letter to vendor for shirts for accommodating the late request. Fields came in at $200
instead of $2,000 with all other costs remaining the same. Saturday was filled up for the entire day, so
some fields were given back. Marco and Barry worked out a sublease for some nights, keeping one field
in case a makeup day was required. A few expenses will be incurred for food and hand sanitizer.
Trainers were a fixed cost. Donations amounted to $1000 in scholarships, with 15 scholarships
distributed. Kids and trainers needed some reminders about keeping 6 feet apart, while parents
observed social distancing.

General Update
Return to play has not advanced. The Skills & Drills Program runs until Thanksgiving. If things run well,
Region 13 may consider repeating this 8 week program in January/February. Perhaps in spring there
will be more possibilities for additional programs.
South Pasadena has a similar program to Region 13. Arcadia is using volunteer coaches instead of hiring
trainers. Region 13 can prepare to use resources for a bigger opening in the Spring.

Registration System
Registration will be different next year. InLeague is being considered for the sports league management
registration system next year. Neil is forming a subcommittee to evaluate this system in order to
migrate soon. Our system will be down November to January while National moves to a new system.
There would be no registration system available during this time. Area P uses in-league and never used
blue sombrero. Shanti says they are very responsive and there will be time savings on the coach side.
Shanti wrote a specification for the system, and inLeague can design to this spec. One benefit is that
volunteers can be connected to players that they did not register. InLeague charges a flat fee of
approximately $5 per player. They have migrated to Stripe for payment processing, so they do not
charge an additional overhead fee for Stripe payments. Volunteer time taken up with registration can be
redirected back to players with this new sports management platform. There are still some ASYO
compatibility questions. Mimi would like to get in touch with the accounting volunteers from other
Regions that use inLeague.

Reminders
The entire Board needs to register in Blue Sombrero and take sudden cardiac arrest training. So far 7
Board members have completed the training.

Meeting adjourned at 7:56 pm.

Next Board Meeting is November 5, 2020.

